
Envize™

Envize™
Optimized Technology. Maximized Efficiency.

Envize™ provides powerful 
machine-learning analytics to 
help you focus on the critical 
documents in an eDiscovery 
review. 
Envize’s unique user experience, easy-to-use interface, and 
ability to handle large cases is unmatched in an Industry 
where complex, difficult-to-use systems have been the 
rule. We’ve integrated Envize into industry-leading review 
platforms so that you don’t have to manually move ESI 
between systems. That means existing workflows in your 
favorite platforms can still be used; Envize will simply make 
review projects faster – and better.

Benefits of Envize™ include: 

Scalable, highly advanced 
technology

Continuous Active 
Learning™ functionality

Transparent, flexible, and 
easy to use

Unparalleled process 
flexibility

Begin review immediately



Envize™

Let’s change the business of legal together.

legility.com   |  +1.888.LEGILITY (+1.888.534.4548)

Envision the Power of Envize™

• Next generation Continuous Active Learning capability 
as well as Simple Active Learning - users can review 
everything they produce in a prioritized fashion or 
Implement a point cut off solution

• Utilizes just-in-time batching to incorporate your CAL 
review into Relativity’s review batching

• Simple intuitive set up and project recommendations

• Patented training sample selection and stabilization 
measurement

• Recall targets reached as fast as any machine learning 
application on the market

• Unparalleled flexibility when handling changing review 
priorities

• Re-ranks every 4 minutes compared to most machine 
learning solutions that re-rank once or twice per 24 
hours

• One of the only prioritized review technologies fully 
integrated with Relativity

Legility is the independent, 
global new law company. 

We’re here to do the best legal 
work of our lives alongside our 
innovator clients.

We deliver transformative legal 
solutions that build business 
value and set our clients apart. 
Our global network comprises 
20+ offices & 1500 people, 
and our legal operations work 
spans every industry and 
practice area. We have world-
class data, strategy, and talent 
operations. But everyone and 
everything is driven by our 
core values: 

• Do the Right Thing.

• Fabled Service.

• Diversity is in our DNA.

• Passion for Innovation.
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Envize™ re-ranks 
every 4 minutes 
compared to most 
machine learning 
solutions that  
re-rank once or 
twice per 24 hours.


